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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

At 0105, August 2, 1990, Dresden 2 was at 80% power when a safety 
relief valve (SRV) opened spuriously and remained open. The control room 
crew succes~fully executed a manual reactor scram and plant cooldown, 'but 
with an excessive plant cooldown rate. This is a report of the visit by a 
human factors team to analyze the control room crew operations during the 
event. The team leader was Eugene Trager, NRC/AEOD. Other team members 
were John Kauffman, NRC/AEOD, and Bruce Kaplan and .Brad Stockton from the 
Idaho National Engineering Laboratory. Data was acquired from the plant 
logs and recordings and from structured interviews with the control room 
operators~ Data acquisition was enhanced by a detailed time line se~uence 
for the event that had been prepared by the station 5taff. 

The open SRV blowdown to the torui caused an initially rapid rate of 
temperature rise of the torus (l.3°F/minute) .. The shift engineer, in 
command of the Unit 2 control room crew, followed a functional response 
mod& 6f op~r~tion to this sympt~m and opened both turbine bypass valves 

· (TBVs) for approximately two min'utes following a successful scram of the · 
' reactor. · lhis ·~educed the total heat input to the t~rus, but contribut~d 

. . 

to a 126°F plant cooldown in one hour, which wa~~n excess of the 
lOO"F/hour normal cooldown limit. ·(Our analysis of this event demonstrated 
that plant cooldo~n without opening the ·TBVs would not have taused the 
to~lis temperature to approach its heat.capacity' temperature l'imi t.) T.he 
TBVs were closed at approximately 600 psig. Plant cool down and decay heat 
removal, there~fter, was affected primarily by SRV blowdown to the torus, 
although all auxilliary steam loads were not secured until later in the 
event. 

Although spurious opening of an SRV is an anticipated event for a 
boilin~ water reactor, there was no event-specific guidance for plant 
cooldown in the plant proc~dures or training material. Technical 
gu~delines for this event would have permitted the crew to be aware that 
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• 
the torus can safely absorb the heat load from plant cooldown by an SRV 
blowdown, provided that the reactor is scrammed. Other human factors noted 
by the team included a turnover of control room supervic:inn rl.11rina t.he 

event, which can result in the lack of continuity of supervision of 
response during the event, limited diagnostic support -0f the Unit 2 shift 
engineer by the shift technical advisor or senior reactor operator, and the 
lack of knowledge by the crew of similar events in~olving a stuck open SRV 
on other BWRs. 
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• 
1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Purpose 

The p~rpose of the site visit on August 8 and 9 and the subsequent 
analysis was to examine human performance aspects of a transient that 
occurred at 0105 on August 2, 1990, at Unit 2 of the Dr~sden Nuclear Power 
Station. The transient involved the spurious opening of a Target Rock 
safety relief valve (SRV}, 2-203-3A, while Unit 2 was at 80% power and 
-reducing load, a manual reactor scram, and the subsequent- cooldown of the 
plant .at an excessive rate. The_ analysis of this tr~nsient is the fourth 

1 

of a planned s~ries of-studies to be conducted for the purpose of analyzing 
the factors that affect human performance during operational events. 
Methodologies used by the team will be evaluated for implications 
concerning the subsequent investigation of.human~factors-related events and 
the improvement of human performance in nuclear power plant operation. 

1. 2 Sc op~ · 

The investigati~n-focused on the actions of control roo~ operators 
following a transient that began at Dresden Unit 2 at approximately 0105 on 
August 2, 1990. Based on data from discuss1orts; pla~t logs, and interviews 
with contr~l room operators and-other station staff, analyses were made of 

·technical guidelin~i for operations, shift organizatiqn, plant proceduresj 
training, and ope~ator r~sponse. This study addresses the factors 
affecting human perform~nce in responding to a stuck open.SRV, which 
resulted in torus heating, a manual reactor scram, and. actions that 
resulted in excessive cooldown of the reactor system. 

1.3 Team Composition 

The investigative team was composed of two members from the Nuc·ear 
Regulatory Commission's (NRC's} Office for the Anaiysis and Evaluation of 
Operational Data and two members from the Idaho National Engineering 
Laboratory/EG&G IdahG, Inc. The NRC members were Eugene Trager 
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(team leader) and John Kauffman. The Idaho National Engineering Laboratory 
members were Bruce Kaplan, Human Factors Research. Unit, and Brad Stockton, 
Regulatory and Technical Assistance Unit. 

2.0 DESCRIPTION OF INVESTIGATION· 

· 2 .1 Background 

The Dresden Nuclear Power St.ation of Commonwealth Edison ·is located 
·near Morris, Illinois. Dresden Units 2.and 3 ar~ General Electric boiling 

water reactors (BWRs) rated at 832 MWe wit.h Mar,k .I containments. _Unit 2 
,. 

began commercial operation in August 19.70 and Unit 3 be~an· commerci~l 
operation in October 1971. 

. ' 

Unit 2 and Unit 3 .are operated from a common control room. The normal 
control room· ~rew compl~ment is l'is.ted in Table 1. 'Th,e pl~nt operators are 

,. 

licensed for operation of both units, which are similar but not identical. 
Oper~tors rotate betwe~n Unit 2.and·Unit 3 watc~ stations. the shift 
organiz~tion ·ccin~ists of a shift engineer (SE), a shift. contr~l room~: 

·'engine·er (SCRE}, a shift foreman (licensed shift supervisor, or S~L} ·for 
each unit, and four nuclear.st.ation operators (NSOs) (one NSO for e.ach 

~ . . -

unjt, ~ne NSO ~ho_ may assist with ~ither unit, referred~to as the center 
·desk operator, and one NSO who i~ a back panel or utility operator). The 
SE is a qualified shift supervisor, .a Jicensed senior reactor operator 

. ' ' . ; . 

(SRO), and has ov~rall responsibility for the safe operation of both 
units. The SCRE is degreed and SRO-licensed. He normally directs the 
control room operators and activities for both units.· He also serves as 
the shift technical advisor (STA) during transient and accident conditions 
after being relieved by the S£. The shif~ foreman (SSL) is a qualified 
shift supervisor arid a licensed SRO. He.reports to the SE and supervises 
operations in the pl anL He a 1 so serves as coo rd i na tor between the pl ant 
operators and the control ro~m. The NSOs are licensed reactor operators 
(RO) and are tasked with the actual control° of the reactor _a~d support 
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systems within the control room. Equipment operators perform equipment 
manipulations in the plant. 

Once a year, during January, operations personnel are divided into 
crews that remai~ on shift for the year. The crews remain intact when 
rotated between shifts. 

2.2 Event Description 

Orr the day of the event, Thursday, August 2, 1990, operations 
personnel were working the sixth day -0f ·the midnight shift. The control 
room cr~w ha~ arrived ~t approximatel~ 10:30 p.m., Wednesday evening, and· 
shift turnover occurred at 11:30 p.m. At approximately 00:25 a.m., 

. ' ' ..... 
August 2, the control r6om ~perators began ~educing_power on Unit 2 from 

· 7~3 MWe (87%). at .a rate of 100 MWe per hour, as requested by the load 
dispatcher. This is a frequent ryight shift evolution because of the 
decreasing net~ork load dema~d during the late night and early morning 

. . . 
"hours, especially when cooler-than-normal summer temperatures exist in the 

area. 

·· The following tabul~r time li~e sequence begins .with the first 
eiJ'ent-related control room alarm. The t_ime l:ine is based. upon the time 
line ·developed by the Dresden staff of t'he event. Figure I i_s a plant. 
computer plot of torus temperature, reactor pressure and te~perature, and 
steam flow 9uring the event. 

Event Details 

o · Unit-2 is at approximately 80% power. Received 902-4 annunciator H-9 
"Acoustic Monitor Actuated." No abnormal indications on_ the 902-3 
front ~anel, however 902-21 back panel acoustic monitor shows red open 
light and yellow memory light for the Target Rock safety relief .valve 
(SRV) 2-203-3A~ The Target Rock SRV position-indicating lights show 
the valve as closed, not open. 
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[The Target Rock SRV and the four Electromatic SRVs form the automatic 
depressurization system (ADS). They are operated by ~emote-manual 
control switches, by the ADS circuitry, or by pi~ot valves that sense 
rising reactor pressure vessel (RPV) pressure. In additjon, there are 
eight ASME Gode-safety valves.] 

o Unit 2 operators note an approximate 50 MWe drop ~n electrical output, 

0 

a rising torus water temperature, and an increased SRV tailpipe 
temperature (310°F). The Unit 2 operators are aware that these 
indicate an -0pen SRV, however, thi~ is n6t consistent with the SRV 
position-indicating lights nor with the RPV pressure, which is less 
than the SRV pressure setpoint.·. 

The SCRE decides that the Target Rock SRV is open for some reason, 
possibly because-the. pilot valve setpoint has drifted ~ufficiently to 
cause spurious opening. 

o The S~ ·is notified of the event. He reports to the control roo~ 

promptly and reliev~s the SCRE, who assumes the STA responsibilities. 

[The two shift fore~en leave the control room to supervise local· 
6perations. later·in this.event.] 

-··' 

·-· ... 

o Unit 2 operators enter abnormal operating procedure DOA 250-), Relief . . 

Valve Failure, and prepare to enter procedure DGP 2-3, Reactor Scram. 

· o Unit 2 operators start containment cooling service water (CCSW) pumps 
2C and 2A for torus cooling. The plant computer does not register the 
pump running alarm for CCSW pump 2A. This discrepancy had been 
previously noted during a surveillance. 
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0109 - 0116 

o Torus temperature is observed by the crew to be r1s1ng rapidly. 
(Approximately l.3°F/minute as determined later.) 

o At 95°F torus temperature, the crew enters emergency operating 
procedure DEOP 200-1, Primary Containment Control. 

o To increase torus cooling, the following pumps are started: low 
pressure coolant injection (LPCI) pump 2A at 0109:58~ LPCI pump 2C at 
0111:38, CCSW pump 28 at 0114:22, and CCSW pump 2D at 0114:28. 

o The SE directs the Unit 2 operators to prepare ·for a manual reactor 
scram. 

o During this.time interval, ·the instructions in·DOA 250-1 for 
, 

attempttng to reclose a stuck open SRV are initiated: 

1. Cy~le the control switch from AUTO to MANOAL to Auto 

2. Cycle the ADS inhibit switch· from NORMAL to INHIBIT to NORMAL 

3. Pull fuses to deenergize the SRV control circuit. 

o Control adjuslments are made to the drywell pneumatic pump back system 
to maintain the 1 psi differential pressure between the drywell and 
the torus. 

o Manual reactor scram initiated per DOA 250-1 instructions following 
failure of above efforts to reclose the stuck open SRV, and also, in 
anticipation of torus temperature reaching 110°F where DEOP 200-1 
and the Technical Specifications direct similar initiation of a manual 
scram. Torus temperature is 104°F and rising. 
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0 DEOP 100 is entered following the scram and immediate actions therein 
are initiated. 

o Group II and III isolations automatically initiated on low reactor 
water level~ +8 inches. 

o Generator field breaker opened/generator tripped. 

o Turbine EHC trips-at high· reactor water level (+55 inches). 

o Reactor feedwater pumps 2A and 2C trip automatically due to high. 
reactor vessel water level (+55 inches): .. · 

0 

., 
The torus temperature is still incr~asing at a~ apparently rapid 
rate. The SE evaluates.the rate of approach to the h~at capacity 
temperatur~ limit (HCTL) for the torus. (See Figure 2 of this report 
for a reproduction of Figure 200-1-E of DEOP 200-1.) If this limit is 
exceeded, emerge~cy depressurization is required. The SE decides to 

depressurize the RPV to 600 psig by dumping steam to the main 
condenser. He did this to reduce the heat input t6 the torus and. by· 

; reducirig the RPV pressure, possibly reseat the open SRV. However, he 
also erro~~ously believed that the RPV pressure would stabilize when 
the TBVs were reclosed. 

0117:35 

o Two turbine bypass valves are opened to near the fully open position. 

0119:25 

o The TBVs are clo~ed. 
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0 LPCI pumps 28 and 20 are started for full cooling of the torus with 
the LPCI system. 

o Group II and III isolations are automatically initiated by a low 
reactor water level trip at +8 inches. 

0121:50 

o NSO starts .reactor feedwater pump 28. 

0121:31 

o Low reactor water level trtp resets. 

o Unu~ual Event declared per Emergency Action Level 2F. 

0137 (approximate) 

o - Auxiliary-steam loads secured to reduce the ~PV cooldown rate. 

o It is evident to the operators that the rate of increase of the torus 
temperature has been reduced. 

o Nuclear Accident Reporting System verification is made to the State of 
Illinois by the SCRE. 

o Emergency Notification System notification is made to the NRC by the 
SCRE. 
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0115 - 0215 

. . . 
(The ~PV cool~own rate was later determined to be approximately 
126"/hour during this time interval. The technical specifica~ion 

' ifmit for normal RPV cooldown is l00°F/hour.) 

i,. ·1 

.. 
. · o Torus temperature has leveled o'ff at 121 "F. (The HCTL for the R.PV 

' 
pr~ssure and torus water level conditions is approximately 185°F.). 

.o Shutdown cooling system (SOC) isolation valves are opened in 
preparation fo~ SDC:~tartup to continue plant coo)down. 

o The Targe·t Rock 5Rv··eios.es as shown by the ·acoustic .monitor i ndi cation 
and by the increased rate of torus coold~wn . 

. ... , ! 

, . 

.,. 

0 Terminated Unusual Event. 

•; . 

0 Unit 2 is in cold shutdown and the Unusual.Event has been terminated. 

2.3 Analysis 

2.3.l ·Technical Guidelines for Operati~ns. Spurjous opening or 
failtir~ to reseat· an· SRV ~elief va~ve is an anticipat~~ ~ve~t ~n BWRs, 

{ : 

.. 
since it requires only a single failure of an active component that. )s in 
service d~~ing ali powe~ operation and hot shutdown m9d~s. The open SRV 
causes an initially rapid torus temperature increase, which' is later 
moderated by decreasing RPV pressure and the effect ~f the starting of 
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torus cooling pumps. As this ~vent at Dresden demonstrated, it is 
impossible for the control room operators to mentally extrapolate the 
initial conditions and rates of change of RPV pressure and torus 

•, 

temperature to determine the ~ffects of decay heat, RPV cooldown, and torus 
cooling upon the ultimate peak temperature of ·the torus. In addition, :he 
HCTL value tncreases with decre~sing RPV piassure and with increasing water 
level in the torus. Also, the effectiveness of ihe torus cooling by the 
LPCI and CCSW pumps increases with increasing torus temperature due to the 
increasing differential between torus water temperature and CCSW 
temperature .. 

These factors moderate the rate of temperature increase of the torus 

and, as in this event, eventually the te.~pe~~.ture will level off and start 
to decrease. Th~ initial rate of temperature incre~se is alarming in view 
of the conseq·u~nc~s of reaching the .torus HCT~{'(i .e:·: a requirement for 

emergency depressurization -0f the RPV). However, the analyses included in 
the Technical Specification bases indicate that the HCTL is not a concern 
if the reactor is scrammed before ~· ll0°F torus temperature is reached. 

Some relatively simple thermal hydraulic analyses would provide.the 
technical basi~ for guidelines for operating procedures and training'.for 
this event. Securing all steam flow from .the RPV, either by closing the 

... MSIV or by securing auxiliary steam loads, is a probable guidel~ne for this 
event. Cu~ves of th'e calculated torus te~perature and RPV pressure versus 
time would be adequate training material to provide the operators with an. 
image of the dyhamics of this event. ·Simulator ex~rcises would, of course, 

be useful for the same purpo,se. 

Lacking these event-specific guidelines .for an open SRV, the SE made 
·a functional response to the rising torus temperature, which was a 

challenge to the containment safety function. However, opening the TBVs to 
reduce the heat load on the torus caused an unnecessary challenge to the 
RPV pressure control safety function (excessive cooldown rate). (As 
discussed in Section 2.3.2, there was no one available to provide 
diagnostic support to the SE:) 
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2.3.2 Shift Organization. The SCRE is relieved during plant events 
- . 

by the SE so_that the SCRE can ·fulfill .the STA role. This results in a 
time-con~uming turnover of responsibilities during an operational event. 
The turnover is not specifically required by regulaiion and can introduce a 
variety of communication-related problems, such as some loss of the 
familiarity with the circumstances that the SCRE has already gained. 
During the Un~t 2 event, the SCRE was relieved and his time was then 
occupied ~ith filling out ev~nt notification- f~rms and making the required 

notifications to_st~te and local officiaf~ and to the NRC, and with plant 
call out.· This limited the effectivenes~ of the SCRE in hi~ performance of 
the STA funttjon of over~ight, advi~e, and assistance to the SE. 

The shift_ foremen, for both Uni~s 2 and 3, were sent into the plant to 
perfo,rm valve manipulations and- other activities. This resulted in the 
shift foremen not b~ing available to re~iew, assess, and evaluate the 
respon~e to this event. 

.. 
The use of the SCRE and the foremen to perform ac~ivit1es that could 

be performed by shift clerks or equtpm~nt operators; respectively, ·can. be 
an inefficient use of reso~rces ~hat detracts from nuclear safety by 
preventing three of four ~enior, licensed personnel from performing the-· 
crit ica 1 funct i ans of monitoring and ev~ 1 uati ng pl ant status and operator 

_, . . - , ' ' 

actions. Further~ ability of the SE· to function a:s 'the ·emergency: director 
is impaired when he is also directing plant operators. These weaknesses in 

, . , . 

th~ control ~oom organization may hav~ been contributing facttirs to the 
excessive reac;tor pressure vessel cooldown. 

2.3.3 Plant Procedures. Abnormal op~ratihg procedure DOA 250-1, 
Relief Valve Failure, does not contain some of the symptoms for this type 
of event, such as a decrease in MWe, the steam flow/feed flow mismatch, a 
decrease in steam flow, and difficulties in maintaining -the 1 psi 
differential pressure between the drywell and the torus. When the ._torus 
temperatur~ rises a~ove 95°F, DOA 250-1 directs the execution of 
emergency operating procedure OEOP 200-1, Pri'mary Containment Control, 
which specifies that OEOP 100, Reactor Control, be executed simultaneously. 

10 
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However, these emergency operating procedures do not provide guidance for 
pressure control with one stuck open relief valve [e.g., the need to limit 
reactor pressure vessel cooldown rate, or ways to limit the reactor 
pressure vessel {RPV) cooldown rate to the maximum extent pussiole]. 
Pr6cedure guidance specific for one open SRV could be added to the abnc 11 

operating procedure DOA 250-1, and then referenced in the emergency 
operating procedure. 

·2.3.4 ·Training. Classroom and simulator trainin~· scenarios typically 
use a stuck open relief valve as the initiating event for an anticipated 
transient without scram {ATWS). The torus heats rapidly due to failure of 
the scram, and· the torus temperature is a concern of major significance. 
The operations personnel interviewed stated that they had not .been trained 
for this simpler even~ {one stuck open safety relief valve followed by a· 
successful scram) to its expected conclusion {i.e., the reactor 
depressurized and ~ooled down). The more complicated simulato~ training 
prepared the operations personnel for the unlikely worst-case scenario. 
However, the lack of training for expected simple events failed to 
hig~light the· fact that the concerns and response to worst-case scenarios 
are often different for simple events. 

Operations personnel were generally unconcerned with the RPV cooldown 
rate because they assumed the technical specification cooldown rate limit 

would have been eiceeded anyway~ Training could emphasize that the RPV 
cooldown rate should be limited and should not be ignored, even if it is 
apparent that it will be slightly exceeded. Further, operatots~had no 
estimates of the effect that auxiliary steam l~ads would have on the RPV 

· cooldown rate and of the expected RPV cooldown rate from the combination 
of a stuck open SRV, auxiliary steam loads, and from opening the turbine 
bypass valves. The operators were also surprised by the rate of increase 
in torus temperature. {The simulator training may not provide realistir 
torus temperature response.) With the reactor scrammed at 104°F and 
maximum torus cooling initiated, the heat capaci~J ~cmµerdture limit was 
not in dange~ of being exceeded. It appears the unexpected heat-up rate of 
the torus, combined with the procedures discussed previously, may have 
distracted operator attention from the need to take steps to limit the 
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cooldown rate. The classroom training lesson plans for a stuck open SRV 
were in some respects more comprehensive than the plant abnormal and 
emergency procedures (i.e. the lesson states that the RPV should be cooled 
down at normal rates if the suppressiori pool temperature exceeds 
120°F). Howev~r, the tlassroom tra~nfng material does not discuss the 
-need to limit the RPV cooldown rate or ways that. this can be· achieved 
( e; g., by securing steam loads). ,._ 

Operators were generally unaware of generic industry problems 
involving the Target Rock SRVs, such as spurious opening and their tendency 
to stick open after actuation, until af~er the event had occurred. 

2.3.5 Operator Resoonse.· During the interviews, it became apparent 
that shift communications. and operator response could be improved. 
Suppression pool cooling was not i~itially maximized, as required by .. 
DEOP 200-1, due to miscommunication or misunderstanding. During the 
opening of the bypass valves, the operator was not given spec'ific 
instructions as. td the number of valve~ to~~ opehed, t~e desired pressure 
at which the valves should b~ closed, .or the d~~ired rat~ of 
depressurization. 

-. 
3.0 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

lnvesti~ation bf the human factors aspects of the crew's attempts to 
·deal with the sp~rious opening of a SRV produced significant information 

regarding human-system interactions. Specificfind.ings from this study. 
·included: 

3.1· Technical Guidelines 

o Technical guidelines for procedures and training that are 
specific for one stuck open relief valve would be very helpful 
for the reactor operators. 

12 
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3.2 Shift Organization 

o The turnover of responsibilities during this event introduced 
potential communication proble~s and had the potential to disrupt 
the continuity of the event overview. 

o Having the SCRE on the phone and the two foreman in the plant 
left the SE as the only senior, licensed person with full · 
attention to ~verall plant operations. 

o At the same time he.was directing plant operations, the SE was 
al~o functioning as the emergency director. 

3.3 Plant Procedures 

o Plant procedures did not provide op~rator guidance for pressure 
control with one stuck open relief valve. Procedures did not 
explain the need.for or methods of limiting the reactor pressure 
vessel cooldown rate. 

3.4 Training 

o Operator training addressed much more severe events, with little 
emphasis on simpler events. Training did not highlight how 
response to simpler events could differ from response to the 
severe events in which they had been trained. 

o The systems that ensure operating experience will be reflected in 
training did not ensure that previous and similar proble~s with 
the Target Rock relief valves at other utilities were ref1ected 
in the training and communicated to the operators prior to the 
event. 

3.5 Operator Response 

o Operators did open and reclose the bypass valves as directed, but 
were not given ipecific instructions as to how many valves to 
open or the desired rate of depressurization. 
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TABLE l. Normal Control Room Crew Complement 

A. Control Room Supervision 

Shift Engineer (SE) 
~hift Control Room Engineer (SCRE) 
Center Desk Operator (NSO) 
Utility Operator (NSO) 

B. Unit 1 . 

Shift Foreman (SSL) 
Nuc le~ r ~ta.ti on Opera tor ( NSO) 

C. Unit 2 

Shift Foreman (SSL) 
Nucl~ar Station Operator {NSO)-

14 
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AB<;tRftCT (Limit to 1400 ~paces, i.e. ~pproKi~ately fifteen single~s~ace tipewritten ·lines) (16) 

n,, ft11gust 2, 1990, during normal power operation in the Run mode, the 2-203-3A Main Steam. Target Rock 
<;,,roty-Relief Valve (TRSRV) acoustic monitor alarmed, indicating that the valve had spuriously opened and was 

,·rol i~ving reactor pressure to the suppression chamber. The reactor was subsequently manually scranned from 
131·_ power at 0116 hours. All Containment Cooling Service Water and Low Pressu.re Coolant Inje·ction pumps were 
n1?1111ally started for maKimuin suppression chamber cooling. The m~Kimum average 'cool down rate when averaged 
(l,·or a one hour period reached 129.~ degrees F/hr, and 111a~i111um bulk suppression chamber temperature was 122 
c1cw~~s F. The opening of ·the TRSRV was apparently caused by steam cuts on the first stage pilot valve 
di~r. Analyses w·ere performed to verify that the cooldown rate arid the bulk suppression chamber temperature 
'1• 1 .:ii1\ed during this event were within design limits. A satisfactorily leak tested, rebuilt TRSRV was 
;,,<Jailed. The Technical Staff will monitor the TRSRV tail pipe temperatures to verify proper pilot valve 
~ror~tion. In addition, any TRSRV pilot valve of greater than eight months service will be replaced d~ring 
f1d•1re short unii: outages with primary containment drywell accessibility. The TRSRVs are routinely replaced 
.:i• ~ach refuel outage. A previous TRSRy failure event was reported by LER 50-237/76-34. 
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~~~tJT ANO SYSTEH IDENTIFICATION:. 

·Geri11ral Electric - Boiling Water Reactor - 2527 HWt rated core thermal power 

Nu(lear Tracking System (NTS) tracking code numbers are identified in th~ text as (XXX-XXX-XX-XXXXXl 

EVEMT IDENTirICATION: 

T~raet Rock Safety-Relief v,lve Fails Open Due to a Steam Cut Pilot Valve Disc. 

A. CONDITIONS PRIOR TO EVENT: 

Unit: 2 Event Date: Aug4st 2, 1990 Event Time: 0116 Hours 

Reactor Hode: N ' Hode Name: Run Power•·Level: 87~ 

Reactor Coolant· System (RCS) Pressure: 997 psig 

B. DE§CRIPTION OF ·EVENT: 

On August 2, .1990 at 0025 hour.s, with Dresden Unit 2 in the Run mode at 90i rated core thennal' power, 
Operations Department personnel colTITlenced decre-asing l'oad at a rate of 100 HWe/hr from 723 HWe per the 
Load Dispatcher's request. At 0105 hours, annunciator H-19 [I8), (Acoustic Monitor [IV] Actuahd), on 
the 902-4 Control Room [NA) panel was received, indicating that a main steam relief valve had opened. 
No other alarms were received at this time. The •position indicating lights on the 902-3 panel for the 

. Jo.ur Hain Steam ·Elect-roma,ti c Rel ieJ Val.ves (2-203-38 th'rough 3D) and the one Target Rock Safety/Relief 
VaLve (TRSRV) 2-203-3A rn·d·icated.tlosea: 

The Center Desk ~uclear Station Operator·(NSQ) assiated the Unit NSO by monitoring the Unil while the 
Unit 2 NSO inspected the Control .~oom.·back panels. ·The Unit 2 NSO discovered the TRSRV Acoustic Monitor 
had actuated. The TRSRV tailpipe temperatu~e indicated 310 degrees F, as ~hown on Leak Detector 
Recorder 2-260-20A. While the Unit 2 NSO was checking the back panels, the Center Desk NSO further 
verified that the TRSRV was open by observing that the Total Steam Flow Recorder CIGJ indicated a drop 
of appro~imately 600,000. lb/hr: steam flow. The Shif.t lngineer ~as· notifJed of these findings, and.he 
immediately reported to the Control .Room. 

After verifying the TRSRV was open, Operations personnel il'llllediately proceeded to carry out actions in 
accordance with Dresden Operating Abnormal Procedure (DOA) 250-1, Relief Valve. Failure .. The valve could 
not be closed .. At 01D9 hour~. due to the increasing suppression. chamber water temperature resulting 
from the blowdown, 2C Containment Cooling-Service Water (CCSW) CCC) pump,. 2A CCSW pump and 2A Low 
.rressure Coolant Injection (LPCI) (BO] pump were started for ~uppression chamber cooling. At 0111 
hours, 2C ·LPCI pump was started, and at 0114 hours, 28 and 2D CCSW pumps were started for additional 
suppression chamber cooling. After completing· pre.parations for a manual scram per Dresden General 
~rocedure (OGP) 2-3, Reactor Scram, the Reactor was manually scralmled at 0116 hours. 
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From 0117 hours to 0119 hours. the Turbine Bypass Valves were manually opened to limit the heat input to 
the suppression chamber and to lower Reactor pressure in an attempt to get the TRSRV to close. 

At 0119 hours. 2B and 20 LPCI pumps were. started to ensure maximum suppression chamber cooling. 

At 0135 hours. an Unusual Event was declared based on failure of~ primary system relief valve to close 
with the reactor water temperature greater than 212 degrees F and suppression chamber bulk temperature 
(annot be maintained less than 110 degrees F. State and local agency Nuclear Accident Reporting System 
(NARS) notification was made at 0143 hours, and NRC Emergency Notification System (ENS) notification was 
made at 0208 hours. 

The TRSV was determined to be closed by acoustic monitor indication at 0351 hours. 

The Unusual Event was terminated ·at 0530 hours and the Unit achieved Cold Shutdown at 0600 hours. The 
suppression chamber reached a maximum bulk temperature of 122 degrees F during this e~ent, and a maximum 
reactor vessel cooldown rate of 129.3 degrees/hr was experienced. 

When the Primary Containment drywell was made accessible, the TRSRV was inspected. Upon inspection of 
the TRSRV, it was discovered that an electrical junction box (2PB-2020) related to the valve circuitry, 
which had been attached to junction box 2PB-2021, had fallen off and was resting on piping below its 
original mounting. All wires/cables were still connected, and the elec~rical control of the valve was 
unaffected. Th~ TRSRV Bellows Seal pressure switch was found to be separated from its conduit. 
However, the pressure switch was stil'.1 functiona1. 

APPARENT CAUSE OF EVENT: 

This event is being· reported per 10CFR50'.B(a)(2)(iv), which requires tlie reporting of any unplanned 
manual or automatic Engineered Safety Feature (JEJ actuattbn, including the Rea~tor P~otection System. 

The TRSRV operates through self-actuation ~safety mode) at 1135.psig reactor pressure, or through remote 
actuation.of a solenoid valve which admits a pneumatic supply to an ai'r op.erator. This remote actuation 
may occur from the following sources; 

1. Remote manual switch in the Control Room. 
2. High r·eactor pressure (1115 psig) from a pressure controller. 
~- Initiation of Automatic Oepressurization System (ADS) [SB] logic. 

Self actuation occurs as follows (refer to Figure 1): Pressure is sensed at the pilot sensing port 
<2). The bellows (6) expands at a pressure setpoint of-1135 psig. This moves the pilot valve disc (3) 
allowing pressure to be transferred to the second stage piston (8.l. The· second stage (8) s forced down 
moving the second stage disc (10) away from its seat. This permits the pressur.e from the ·p of the 

·main valve piston (12) to be vented via the second stage disc ( 10) and out the main valve ~ton vent 
(15). A differential pressure is created across the main valve piston (12) due to the sma size of the 
main valve piston orifice (13) as compared to the main valve piston vent (15). Reactor pressure then 
lifts the main valve piston (12) and the main valve disc (14). The final result is that reactor steam· 
is directed through the discharge line to the suppression chamber. When steam pressure is approximately 
50 psig below the setpoint pressure of 1135 psig, the pilot preload and setpoint adjustment spring (4) 
forces the pilot valve (3) closed. The second stage disc (10) then closes equalizing the pressure 
across the main valve piston (12). Spring force from the main valve preload spring (11) closes the main 
·;alve disc tldl. If the bellows (6) ruptures, a pressure switch (5) results in an alarm in the Control 

· · .. " ~ ... :' ,.,,, -~1 (annunciator D-:::3 "'".f'IJ T.nor.or><"t.lJi."'. ... 
a1. • .J .. I 0·• i~;;,..••..: • 
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Remote actuation occurs as .follows (refer to Figures 1 & 2): A DC- solenoid.admits nitrocien p,.essure of 
·approximately 85 psig. t~ .th~ remote air actuator (7) re.suiting i~ the stroking of the ai; plunger ! 17) 

which in turn pushes down the·second stage pis.ton .. (8): Thi.s p·e,.;nits the-'pressure from the top of the 
main val~e piston (12) tp be vented via the second stage disc (10) and ~ut t~e main valve piston vent 
(15). A differential pressure is created across the main vafve pi.ston (12) due to the small.size of the 
main valve piston orifice (13) as c~mpared to the main va~ve pist~~ ~ent (15) .. ~eactor p~essure then 
lifts the main valve piston (12) and the main vale disc (14). The.final'resu·lt.is that reactor steam 
flow is directed through the discharge pipe to the suppression chamber. When·the ~olenoid is 
de-energized, pre~sure is vented" from the remote air actuator (7}. T~e second stage di~c·(.10) then 
closes equa.lizing the p.ressure across the main valve "piston (12). SJ>ring force from the main valve. 
preload spring (11) closes the main valve disc (14). 

The "(RSRV valve controls are shown in Fi_gure 2. The control .switch is a thr_ee-position, key operated 
switch. The "three positions are ,;MANUAL", ,;OFF" 'and "AUTO". ·~n the ::'MANUAL" position, the solenoid is 

·always energi·z.ed. In the "OH" position, "-the·. solenoid only ene~g{zes from an~ automatic depressu.rizati-on 
.. ··signal; it.:does not' .. energize: from a ·relie'f. signa·l sent from·t"tie controlfer·~ In-t.he."AUTO" position, the 

, . solenoid energ'iies from ei'ther an automati'c depr~ssudzation signal or a relief signal sent. from the 
'controller~ .. The accumul.ator-check valve artangemenf .stores suffii:ie.nt' nitrogen to operate the TRSRV. in 
:the e've.nt of _a loss of dry)olell pneumatic air (nitrogen). The pressure switches: act as 'po_.si.tion ·· 
.indicators..in the 'rollOwin_g:manner: At le's·s than 40 psig·,· the TRSRV ·indiCates "Close.d". At greater 
than 50 psig, the TRSRV indicates "Open": At greater than 50 'psi.g, a Cont.rot Room annunciator also 

c 

'.:. . i'ridicates valve actua.tion. Also,. ~n acoustic monitor in the dryweJf monitors the .. TRSRV .~_ischarge piping 
-1nd ·ala·rms in _the. Control .Room when th'ere is"pipe vibrati.on due to steam 'flow~ . ' .. . . ·i· .. ; 

The apparent '-c:~~se of the failure of the 'TRSRV was 'the sever~ly steam cut pilot··valve-.disc. (re.fer to 
Figu~e 1). Excessive steam leakage through the pilot sensing port (2) and past·the pilot valve (3).via 
the'severe steam cuts allo~~rf rressu~e t~ be t.ransfe'rred to. the· se.cond stage pi$ton (8).: .. The second -
s·tage piSton (8). was fgrted doW'n,··rJov'ing 'the -seco~d s'tage disc (10.) away from its'.s.eat.-. ·This permi .. tted 

p,.essu're from _tHe top of t:~e:'~ain valve piston ('12) to be vented vi"a the second· ~tage disc (10) and out 
the.m~in v~lve pis~on vent (15). This created a dif~ereritial Jressur~ at~oss l~e mafn valve pisto~ 
(12). Reactor pressure.then lifted the mairi valve piston (12) and.inain"valve disc (r4), thus. opening I 

the valve~ ~hen reactor p~essure reac~~d apprcixjmat~ly i~o psig, "the rnai~ valve. p~~Joad spring (~1) . 
force overcame the reactor pressur~ force and the rnaln'valve disc ( 14)"subsequently ·crosed.;; The _root 

cause for"tlie· steam cuts on the pi'lot ·disc ·is an inherent ·design deficiency.· 
• ' -i • . 

The TRSRV indicator ~n the front pan~l showed_a-ilosed ~o~itiori due to-the position indicators receiving 
their signals from the pressure s~itch~s on.the drywell ~neumatic ai~ line ~etween"the lolenoid a~d th~ 
TRSRV. The indicator/pressure switches performed s_atisfactorily since the TRSRV.air operator was not 

·actuated when the TRSRV opened. Tlie- air operator _was not responsible io·r the valve··failure. · 

The TRSRV is.overhauled during e~ery refuel outage. A m~intenance his~ory review for this valve ~as 
performed. This valve was installed on Uriit.2 on'february 11, 1989. This was the first ti111e.this 
particular pilot stage assembly (includes pilot and second stage·valves) was put into service on a 
unit. The pilot and ~econdary stage valve seats.had bjen ins~etted, 'lapp~d. and satisfactorily leak. 

tested prior to installation: 

.. 

. ,. 
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The cause.of junction box 2PB-2020 detaching and falling from junction box 2PB-2021 is believed to be 
inadequate junction bpx support/attachment. All E~vironmental Quafification (EQ) criteria were 
evaluated and no discrepancies were noted. In addition, there are scratch marks on junction box 
2PB-2021 from a snubber lightly rubbing against it. This snub~er is one of several utilized on the 
TRSRV. It. was inspected and, showed no signs of damage. Numerous inspections of the junction box and 
surrounding area are documented at Dresden Station: it is concluded that junction box 2PB-2020 came 
loose between 01/23/90 and 08/02/90. 

The cause of the bellows seal press~re switch being detached from its respec~ive conduit was attributed 
to a~ in~dequate support design configuration of the conduit and switch . 

. SAFETY ANALYSIS or EVENT: 

~en.eral Electric Co. perfo_rmed·a reactor vessel bulk temperature cooldown rate analysis to verify that 
the c9oldown ~ate ~as wi~hin d~sigri limits o! a Safety Relief Valve Slowdown iSRVB) event, General 
Electric used a conservative maximum·average cooldown rate whe~ av~raged over a one hour period of 153 
degrees F/.h.r for this event based on saturated steam pressures. This cooldown rat!! ·is significantly 
less than the cool down. rate used in a SRVB design basis analysis P!?rfonned by General ,Electric which is 
254 .. 3 degrees F/hr,when a~eraged over a one hour period. A review was p~rformed to., ensure the SRVB 
design allowances discussed. in Dresden's r.inal Saf.ety Analysis Report (FSAR) and Gene~al Electric's SRVB 
des}gn analysis werj not exceeded. The review revealed that twelve ~RVB events are allowed for 40 years 
of operation for Dresden Unit.2. There have been two SRVB .events for Dresden 0nit 2 prior to this. 
event:. a TRSRV opening event occurred in 1976 anef a Hain Steam Safety Valve opening event occurred in 
1970. Based on this information, Drjsden Unit 2 is well within the SRVB allowables. Consequently, it 

, !'.i!S bee~ concludf!d that this blow.down event is bo.unded by the SRVB design basi·.s analysis. 
' J,. • ' 

'The m~ximum bulk suppression ~hamber t~mperature attained during this event was 122 degrees r. Th~ key 
structures affected by the magnitude of the :temperature e~perierced are the TRSRV discharge line, 
a~soci~ted supports and the supression chamber in the area of th~ TRSRV piping discharge . 

. ,· 

The transient experienced ~it~ the TRSRV spuriously opening.and remai·ning open at power is bounded by 
the Hark I design· basis a~~ly5is. Since the.TRSRV remained open and d~d no~ cycle, the only load 

. e~perienced on the.discharge li~e r~sult~d from the initial actuation. Thi· ·~ading combination has 
been reviewed with Sargent & Lundi and ls well with~n allowable.stresses f?r .· ~ riiping and supports. 
Due to the design margins of the actuation transient and the negligible magni ,,f the steady-state 
discharge loads, fatigue is not a concern, Po~t transient visual inspection e:·. • ··relief lines and 
supports verified th~t no relief line damage had occurred. 

Installation of T-Quen~hers on the relief piping where steam is discharged into t · .uppression chamber 
was previously performed to mitigate concerns regarding air bubble loads and. conde·,_ don stability of 
the original rams-hea~·discharge devices. Condensation stability of the T-Ouencher r•.H1figu~ation has 
been demonstrated _provided that local temperatures remain below 200-204 degrees f (~ ;·::;~d o;· iass flux 
out of the T-Quencher). General Electric perfo_rmed analysis of suppr~:!;•o.i chamber ·-:dtH' ents cases 
!NEDC-2217p, July 1982) for D~esden, demonstrating t~at.the maximum temperature achi~v·1. in a stuck open 
relief valve with a single suppression chamber cooling loop would be 131 degrees F. ~ loral to bulk 
temperature difference determined analytically for this case was 30 degrees r. Othe~ :st data has 
shown that the local to bulk temperature difference with two loops of suppression ch( ~r cooling would 
not exceed approximately 38 degrees r. Since the maximum bulk suppression chamber te:·~~rature only 
reached 122 degrees r, and both loops ~f suppression chamber cooling were utilized du-·~g the event, the 
local temperature in the vicinity of the T-Quencher can be estimated to be approximate • 160 degrees r 
lbased on General Electric's analysis of suppression (hamber heatup events cases for Dresden). This 
. , ·_·!i:,'J: · .. :.: :: .·.· ,• "1 '', • . .• : ·_., 1 \_; -~ f' ~ a t ; t1 .'. . .. _; b : ·, ·; _ :: ; ·. .- the T-Quenche:·; · .- f r. : · · . ~: ~-- 1 · :-i .: 

-·'? s '.! ... ,·chamber during th, . w~re negligibl . 
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Consequently,. the loads experienced in this event we~e well within the design margins for these 
.systems. Additionally, the temperatures r-ealized in the event are bounded by prior analysis and 
condensation stability of the T-Que~cher'can be demonstrated. The low magn{tude of the steady-state 
loads as well as the design margins for·the transient-valve actuation loads support the conclusion that 
no significant impact on the fatigue life of the plant has occurred. 

•' 

The i~terior walls on the supp~e~~icin chamber are coated with an e~oxy paint which has a temperature 
r~sis~ance ~f 350 degrees .F. Since t~e temp~rature'i~ the su~pr~s;ion ch~mber nev~r reached this· 
magnitude, there was no contern for degradati6n of the.piiht on the interior walls of the suppressi~~ 
chamber .. 

Consequently, for the above stated reasons. the safet~significance of this event is con~idered minimal. 

CORRECTivE ACTIONS: 
'"-'" 

The I11111~di~te· Corrective actions wer_e as follows: '· 

-1. A walkdown of the TRSRV discharge pipi~g· in the dryw~l~ was conducted to inspect th~ material 
condition_of the piping~nd its related supports. No discrepancies resulting from this walkdown 
were identified (237-200-90-07501). 

2. ·_·A walkdown was conducted to inspect the material condition".of electrical junction boxes throughout 
the Unit 2 drywell. All accessible j~~cti~n bo~es were~vis~allj examined f~r damage and for.· 
potential Jor failures due to vibration. Two junction boxes were found to be su~ported b~ their 
respective ·cond~its. However~ the cdnd~fts were solidly conne~~ed ·to the junction boxes and were· 
adequately supported. ~h~se ~o,.es only_ contain cable and cable splices, nei-ther of which _are 
·shock-sensitj~e (237-200-90~07502). 

I. A new support fo~- the TRSRV .bellows pressure. switch i;Ssembly was installed per Work Request (WR) 
94381 (237-200~~7~03). 

4. A n~w.seism\c~lly.~e~igned support and mountinef fo~.the junction box were installed in the 
_drywe.ll. r"his junction box replaced the existing 2PB 2020 and 2PB 2021 junctfon boxes. The 
press.ure sw_i-tch wiring c.ontained within these yjunction boxes was 'i,n_stalled in the new box. These 
r"epairs were perfonned under WR 94380 (237-200-07504). 

5. .A satisfactorily leak t~sted, rebuilt TlS~V wap installed pe~ WR 96929 (237~200-07505) . 

The subsequent Corrective Actions. are as fol.lows: . -, ' 

1. The Unit 3 TRSRV junction boxes will be evaluated for structural adequacy duri~g the next available 
outage of sufficient duration·allowing drywell access (237-200-90-07506). 

2. The Technical Staff will establish a program to monitor the TRSRV'tailpipe temperatures so as to 
identify potential pilot valve leakage problems (237-200-90-07507). 

~ Replacement of the Units 2 and 3 TRSRV 203-3A Pilot Assembly has beeri placed on the short outage 
lists. Instructions are t; riplace any TRSRV pilot assembly that has been in-service for a 
du~ation greater than eight months inio the operating cycle if the Unit is placed in Cold Shutdown 
iln~ the drywell ·;-; ~ci-essi•,1,., rl.~1rin1J I.he ~hort. out.age (237-?.rlll-'.l0··-07'i01~1 
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